About us:
GastroAdvisor is building the ﬁrst global
recommendation platform for restaurants and
dining venues based on blockchain Ethereum.
GastroAdvisor connects restaurants and
customers through FORK token, rewarding users for
their contributions and creating a reliable platform
for informations and reviews of restaurants around
the world.

Search engine
A search engine connected to an artiﬁcial
intelligence that learns from your tastes
and advises, the ﬁrst search engine speciﬁcally
designed and optimized to easily ﬁnd
the best places in your surroundings.

Solutions for restaurateurs
Simple and targeted systems to control your
restaurant, solutions and features designed
by a team of experts to keep up with the time.
Enhance your restaurant and keep everything
under control with a few clicks.

Mission:
The mission of GastroAdvisor is primarily to help
restaurant owners and users to improve their online
experience and to introduce them to accept and
allow payments of a
consumption through Cryptocurrency. There are
many problems in this sector because of fake
reviews ﬂooding the Web with a few solutions
dedicated to restaurant owners and online exisisting
gastronomies, to date
Cryptocurrency as Bitcoin and Ethereum are exchanged and accepted at thousands of sites online, but
you can hardly use it for daily
expenses and real activities. GastroAdvisor is trying
to make real use and payment in Crypto. Thousands
of companies will be able to take advantage of the
dedicated awards noting the online booking service
and accepting payment via BTC, ETH, FORK.

Problems encountered:
• No Specialization in the sector
• Overload of information
• Fake review problems
• Acquisition of new customers and online booking
• Limited Cryptocurrency acceptance

Reviews
Social Network
Join the social network, share your dining
experiences with your friends, insert or
discover restaurants, recipes, events,
announcements and participate in the ﬁrst
community dedicated entirely to gastronomy.

3 Level Reviews: Bronze, Silver , Gold

GastroAdvisor uses three review levels,
called “Bronze”, “Silver” and “Gold”, which have
a different weights for the calculation of the
ﬁnal mark for each restaurant.

Website:
https://www.gastroadvisor.com
YouTube:
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCfvle9ZLVsNdzrpp7I4EvhA
LinkedIn:
https://www.linkedin.com/company/gastroadvisor/
Facebook:
https://www.facebook.com/GastroAdvisor
TELEGRAM :
https://t.me/GastroAdvisorOfficial
TELEGRAM Announcements Channel:
https://t.me/GastroAdvisorCommunityToken
Instagram:
https://www.instagram.com/gastroadvisor_official/
Twitter:
https://twitter.com/gastroadvisor
Medium:
https://medium.com/gastroadvisor-official
Reddit:
https://www.reddit.com/user/GastroAdvisor.
Steemit:
https://steemit.com/@gastroadvisors

